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Leading by example 
The flagship model of the ActionNG family, is the stylishly, designed 
Action3

NG, it offers improved functionality, comfort and stability. 
Invacare's focus on these areas, has seen the model become well 
positioned in the market with continuing success and popularity. 
This medium active chair incorporates lighter components to reduce 
weight providing an efficient rolling action. As with all models in 
the ActionNG family, a vast amount of parts are cross compatible 
and interchangeable throughout the range whether you have an 
ActionNG 2, 3, 4 or 5.
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Functionality 

Along with improved stability, 
handling of the chair such as folding 
and unfolding, is a smooth, effortless 
process, thanks to the well designed 
successful cross bar with folding 
mechanism.

Transportable

With a low transfer weight of as little 
as 7.6kg and a foldable backrest, 
the Action3

NG is simple to fold 
and to dismantle, making it easily 
transportable in a car.

Features and Options

Buckle belt
Increased safety while 
seated.

Transit chair
The Transit version offers seat heights of 460, 485 and 510 
mm with 12" plastic rear wheels.

20 rear wheel positions
Driving performance is 
enhanced with a choice of 
20 rear wheel positions as 
standard. 

Transparent tray
Useful for mealtimes and 
leisure activities such as 
reading.
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Durability 

Modular and adaptable, the 
Action3

NG can accommodate 
progressive changes in customer 
needs with its wide range of options 
and accessories, which can be 
changed quickly and easily. With a 
proven track record for quality and 
durability, Action3

NG can be relied on 
for everyday use, day after day. This 
chair is also compatible with most 
of the Alber product range - please 
see the Alber brochures for further 
details.



Backrest types
On top of the fixed backrest 
(0° or 7°), Action®3

NG offers  
different types of backrests 
to suit different needs : 

 folding,
 angle adjustable (-6°/+24°),
 racket reclining (0°/30°) 

and  gas spring reclining 
(0°/30°)

Tension adjustable backrest 
upholstery
Provides increased comfort 
and appropriate spinal 
support.

Head support
A new range of head supports are available offering a greater 
range of adjustment and positioning. According to individual 
requirements. These include the Dartex® with backbrace and also 
the headrest with cheek support.

Reclining backrest 
A gas spring backrest allows carers to easily adjust the back 
position in one continuous movement.

Features and Options
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Dual handrim propulsion 
A well established dual handrim propulsion with QR 
mechanism makes the chair easily foldable.

Hub brake
A hub brake is available for attendants. Push to lock brakes are included.

Features and Options

Brake and Brake 
extension
Parking breaks applied 
when chair is stationery. 
These can fold for side 
transfers.

Anti-tip device
Provides extra safety on 
slopes or uneven ground.

➀

➁

Cushions
➀ 50 mm foam cushion 
and ➁ comfort cushion.
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➀ ➁ ➂

➃

Hangers and legrests 
➀ Flip up depth and angle adjustable footplate.
➁ Elevating legrest including calfpad (0-80 degrees).
➂ Amputee Legrest.
➃ Flip up one piece footplate.
➄ 80 degree straight swingin/out hanger.

➀ ➁

➂ ➃ ➄

Features and Options

Armrest assortment
➀ Removable and height adjustable t-armrest (desk and full pad). Autolock safety device included.
➁ Swing away and detachable armrest (desk and full pad). 
➂ Swing away, detachable, height adjustable armrest. 
➃ Removable, height adjustable or hemi, multi adjustable armrests. Autolock safety device included.

Height 
Adjustable 
170-295mm

Height 
Adjustable 
240mm

Height 
Adjustable 
200-280mm

Multi 
Position

Height 
Adjustable 
210-345mm
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Frame colours

Please notice colors may vary slightly 
from those displayed above.

Slate Grey Ocean Blue

Anthracite Black

Upholstery

Black Nylon

Technical data

Invacare 
Action 3NG

380 / 405 / 430 /  
455 / 480 / 505 mm

400 / 
 450 mm 

385 / 410 / 435 /  
460 / 485 / 510 mm

400 / 430 / 
510 mm

200 - 230 - 260 /  
240 / 190 - 295 mm

350 - 480 /
340 - 470 mm

Seat width  
+ 200 mm

815 - 1020 mm 1000 mm 285 mm 14.2 kg

125 kg

Invacare 
Action 3NG

Crash tested
ISO 7176-19* 

Invacare 
Action 3NG

80° / 0 - 80°

0° / 7° / 0° - 30° / 
– 6° - +24°

*  Our wheelchairs comply above ISO standards and with ISO 10542, and have additional features providing increased levels of occupant security 
and safety whilst travelling in a motor vehicle. Wheelchair users should however transfer to the vehicle seat and use the vehicle installed 
restraint system whenever it is feasible.

720 - 850 mm

Transport weight 
is 7.6 kg (without 
armrest, footrest 
and rear wheels)
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Follow us on Twitter:
@Think_Mobility

Follow us on YouTube:
Invacare Ltd - Think Mobility
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